Lee Strobel, a legal journalist, decided to investigate Jesus for himself. An atheist, Strobel felt certain his findings would bring Christianity's claims about Jesus and His resurrection to the courtroom. He wanted to see if he could defeat Christianity in the cold, hard facts of a courtroom. He wanted to prove there was no evidence for the resurrection of Jesus. He wanted to experience the reality of Jesus through personal testimony. He wanted to understand Jesus better through a lifetime of eyewitness evidence. He wanted to have confidence in Christ as it prepares him to articulate the case for Christianity.

The Case for Christ 

Cold-Case Christianity is about what Lee Strobel learned from his investigation about Jesus. It includes eyewitness evidence from over 200 persons that will challenge your perspective on Jesus. If you've heard or read anything about Jesus, this book is for you. It's the beginning point for anyone who is interested in knowing Jesus better. It's the beginning point for anyone who wants to know if Jesus was really the Messiah. It's the beginning point for anyone who wants to know if the resurrection of Jesus really happened. It's the beginning point for anyone who wants to know if there is any evidence for the existence of God. It's the beginning point for anyone who wants to know if the Bible is true. It's the beginning point for anyone who wants to know if there really is a heaven and a hell.
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Does human life have any significance? The statements below have become widely accepted in the Western world: • Life is the accidental product of random events. • The laws of physics are totally deterministic. • Science does not accept a connection between physical matter and human consciousness. • Atheism is a conclusion from evidence while faith is speculation. • Science and faith are incompatible. • Suffering contradicts the existence of a loving, omnipotent God. • Jesus was a compilation of pagan mythologies or a human teacher who was deified.

But do these statements represent eternal truths? Are they logical conclusions based on established facts or merely opinions? What is the evidence? To investigate these and other questions of existence and faith, a skeptical academic objectively explored relevant aspects of philosophy, mythology, history, archaeology, cosmology, quantum physics, biochemistry, and various faiths that finally led to investigation of the Judeo-Christian Scriptures (including the Dead Sea Scrolls and the gnostic gospels). The findings of this research not only challenge many modern assumptions but also have significant implications for our understanding of reality.

Written with minimum technicality for general readership, this book presents a wide range of interesting and carefully confirmed facts relevant to the above questions. Whether you are an atheist or an agnostic, a Christian, or a follower of another faith, or have simply not been interested, this investigation provides valuable and surprising insights into the nature of the universe and our place in it.